
         
 

MGM NOK Down Steel 
 

WHAT:   Unique Practical Shooting Competition 
WHEN:  December 7 and 8, 2013 
WHERE:  Universal Shooting Academy / FL, USA 
FEE:   $50 per gun 
THE HOOK:  Fun match with CASH PAY BACK!!! 
SIGN UP:  9:00 at the match – we go hot at 9:30 
 

THE SKINNY 
 

Same goals as last year 1) have a unique match, unlike anything out there 2) fun, fun, 
fun 3) moderate entry fee with CASH back to the shooters. It will be “club match style” 
meaning you will run yourselves like a local match. Of your entry fee, 20% will go to 
the division winner 30% will go to your class winner’s (1-3 if supported 50%,30%,20%).  
 
Two divisions will be supported. “Iron Sight” and “Open”. They will follow basically 
USPSA rules minus the power factor, no capacity restrictions. Iron sight mags must 
meet Limited Division rules. There is not a power factor requirement but you will have 
to knock over the steel so I wouldn’t go to minor. You may shoot twice but only once 
per day. You may shoot in the same division or different divisions. 
 
You will shoot the whole match in one day. Sat OR Sun or both if you’re shooting 
twice. I expect to be done by 2:30 or so and therefore am NOT doing lunch. Please 
plan to bring a snack or pack a lunch if you will need it. I will have water on the stages.  
 
Stages will be a mix of USPSA Field Course style (but all steel), Pro-Am Style (Par 
Time), and Action Steel (just ding em). Scoring will be straight time or steel left up for 
the par time stages. Each stage will have a detailed walkthrough with scoring 
information.   
 
10 stages, 300 rounds 
 
I know we are late getting this info out, please email or call me anytime for 
clarification or questions.  
 

Shannon Smith – SmittyFL@Gmail.com - 813.732.5249 


